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Can this play be saved? Will the ships ever get to land? Or is Room One
in for a disaster at sea that they will never forget? USA Today: “Junie B.
is the darling of the young-reader set.” Publishers Weekly: “Park
convinces beginning readers that Junie B.—and reading—are lots of fun.”
Kirkus Reviews: “Junie’s swarms of young fans will continue to delight in
her unique take on the world. . . . A hilarious, first-rate read-aloud.”
Time: “Junie B. Jones is a feisty six-year-old with an endearing penchant
for honesty.”
Candyfloss - Jacqueline Wilson 2008-09-02
CHOOSING BETWEEN PARENTS AND FRIENDS Candyfloss is the
perfect introduction to Jacqueline Wilson. When Floss's mother and
stepfather announce they are moving to Australia for six months, Floss
has to decide whether to go with them or stay home with Dad--inept, but
loving and always lots of fun. And how will her choice affect her
friendship with her popular but not-so-loyal best friend, Rhiannon? About
girls everywhere, for girls everywhere, Candyfloss speaks in universals:
it's about friendship, family, and growing up in a complicated world. Like
all Wilson's novels, it has an honesty and cheerful integrity that offers a
real alternative to the materialistic values of so much fiction aimed at
girls.
Good Morning, Gorillas - Mary Pope Osborne 2002-07-23
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years
with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Gentle giants
or giant monsters? That's the question Jack and Annie have about
gorillas when the Magic Tree House sweeps them to the mountains of
Africa. There they meet a group of amazing and sometimes frightening
mountain gorillas. Annie knows how to play with the creatures right
away. But Jack is left out. Will the gorillas be able to teach him some
special magic? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for
every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect
for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A
longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
Bark, George - Jules Feiffer 1999-06-03
"Bark, George," says George's mother, and George goes: "Meow," which
definitely isn't right, because George is a dog. And so is his mother, who
repeats, "Bark, George." And George goes, "Quack, quack." What's going
on with George? Find out in this hilarious new picture book from Jules
Feiffer.
Young Cam Jansen and the Double Beach Mystery - David A. Adler
2003-06-23
Cam Jansen has a great time looking for shells on the beach with her
friend Eric and her aunt Molly. But when they're done, Cam's mother is
nowhere in sight! She was just sitting under a red umbrella, so how
could she have disappeared? With a click, Cam puts her photographic
memory to work to find her mom.
The Boy Who Carried Bricks - Alton Carter 2015-10-20
Abandoned by his father, neglected by his mother, shuttled between
foster homes and a boys ranch for most of his formative years, a young
man refuses to succumb to the fate that the world says should be his.
Early on, Alton decides he wants a "normal life"--even if that means
standing up to abusive relatives and being teased by his siblings and
their friends. Along the way, he keeps an eye out for those who might
help lighten the load, never losing hope that such people exist.
Tonight on the Titanic - Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years
with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Titanic
trouble! Jack and Annie are in for an exciting, scary, and sad adventure
when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to the decks of the
Titanic. Is there anything they can do to help the ill-fated ship? Will they
be able to save anyone? Will they be able to save themselves? Did you
know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree

Polar Bears Past Bedtime - Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years
with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! It's icicle
city…when the Magic Tree House whisks Jack and Annie to the frozen
Arctic. Luckily, a seal hunter on a dogsled lends them warm clothes.
Unluckily, they get stuck on cracking ice. Will the giant polar bear save
them? Or will Jack and Annie become frozen dinners? Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just
beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous
adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic
Tree House adventures
The Giver - Lois Lowry 2014
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time
when he will receive a life assignment from the Elders, but his selection
leads him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who reveals the dark
secrets behind the utopian facade.
The Wide Window - Lemony Snicket 2012-09-01
There is nothing to be found in the pages of A Series of Unfortunate
Events but misery and despair. You still have time to choose another
international best-seller to read. But if you must know what
unpleasantries befall the charming and clever Baudelaire children read
on . . . In The Wide Window we encounter a story that includes a
hurricane, a signalling device, hungry leaches, cold cucumber soup, a
horrible villain and a doll named Pretty Penny. With 5 million copies sold
in the UK alone, one might consider Lemony Snicket’s A Series of
Unfortunate Events to make him one of the most successful children’s
authors of the past decade. We, however, consider these miserable socalled adventure stories and the Hollywood film starring Jim Carrey that
accompanied the books for children as nothing more than a dreadful
mistake.
Following Baxter - Barbara Kerley 2018-04-03
This heartwarming adventure for dog lovers everywhere is a great match
for fans of books such as The Fourteenth Goldfish and A Snicker of
Magic. Eleven-year-old Jordie Marie Wallace has been waiting forever for
someone to move in next door, so she is thrilled when Professor Reece
arrives: she has a laboratory in her basement and an extraordinary dog
named Baxter—who seems to understand everything Jordie says. Jordie
and her younger brother T.J. begin walking Baxter and helping Professor
Reece in the lab. But being lab assistants ends up being more than Jordie
and T.J. bargained for and leads them to a secret neither of them
expected. When Professor Reece goes missing, it's up to Jordie and T.J. to
use their smarts and Baxter’s magical powers to find her. Will they be
able to save Professor Reece before it’s too late? From award-winning
author Barbara Kerley comes a sweet and funny story about a young girl,
a quirky professor, and a magical dog. A Bank Street Book of the Year!
Praise for the award-winning Dinosaurs of Waterhouse Hawkins by
Barbara Kerley: “Marvelous.” —New York Times “Stunning.” —Kirkus
(starred review) “[Kerley] suffuses her text with a contagious sense of
wonder and amazement.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Junie B. Jones #23: Shipwrecked - Barbara Park 2009-03-12
“Hilarious. Barbara Park makes reading fun.” —Dav Pilkey, author of
Dog Man Barbara Park’s #1 New York Times bestselling chapter book
series, Junie B. Jones, has been keeping kids laughing—and reading—for
more than twenty-five years. Over 65 million copies sold! Meet the
World’s Funniest First Grader—Junie B. Jones! Room One is putting on a
play. And guess what? It’s about explorers looking for the New World!
And there’s ships and sea captains and everything! Plus here’s the
bestest news of all—Junie B. Jones thinks she might be the star of the
whole entire production! Only, sailing the ocean blue is not as easy as it
looks, apparently. ’Cause problems keep on happening. Like the actors
keep catching the flu. And bossy May keeps trying to take over the show.
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House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just
beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous
adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic
Tree House adventures
New Kid - Tim Green 2014-03-04
New York Times bestselling author and former NFL defensive end Tim
Green delivers another baseball tale that will keep kids on the edge of
their seats. Perfect for fans of Mike Lupica or Dan Gutman's Baseball
Card Adventure series. Tommy's the new kid in town, like he's been so
many times before. Now he goes by the name Brock, and he's having a
hard time fitting in, especially when his new friend is the bully from the
wrong side of the tracks. Thanks to a prank gone wrong, the baseball
coach notices Brock and offers him a place on his failing baseball team.
But can Brock prove himself on and off the field before he becomes a
new kid…again?
The Losers Club - Andrew Clements 2018-07-10
The beloved New York Times bestselling author of the modern classic
Frindle celebrates books and the joy of reading with a new school story
to love! Sixth grader Alec can’t put a good book down. So when Principal
Vance lays down the law—pay attention in class, or else—Alec takes
action. He can’t lose all his reading time, so he starts a club. A club he
intends to be the only member of. After all, reading isn’t a team sport,
and no one would want to join something called the Losers Club, right?
But as more and more kids find their way to Alec’s club—including his
ex-friend turned bully and the girl Alec is maybe starting to like—Alec
notices something. Real life might be messier than his favorite books, but
it’s just as interesting. With The Losers Club, Andrew Clements brings us
a new school story that’s a love letter to books and to reading and that
reminds us that sometimes the best stories are the ones that happen off
the page—our own! Winner of the Rhode Island Children's Book Award
(2019) Winner of the International Reading Association and Children's
Book Council: Children's Choices List (2018) Winner of the Garden State
Children's Book Award (2020) 2021 Grand Canyon Reader Award
Nominee A Kansas William White Master List Selection (2018 & 2019)
An Arkansas Charlie May Simon Children's Book Award Nominee (2019)
A California Young Reader Medal Nominee (2019) A Nebraska Golden
Sower Award Nominee (2019) A Virginia Young Readers Program Award
Nominee (2019) A Minnesota Maud Heart Lovelace Award Nominee
(2019) A Missouri Mark Twain Award Nominee (2019) An Oregon
Reader’s Choice Award Nominee (2019) Praise for The Losers Club! *
"Clements’s latest is engaging and funny. A laugh-out-loud first purchase
for all middle grade collections, and a solid read-aloud choice for
classrooms."—School Library Journal, Starred Review "Clements is out to
celebrate reading in all its obsessiveness, and...tosses in shout-outs to a
passel of other writers. [The Losers Club] gives fried bookworms
everywhere the satisfaction of knowing that friends may desert them (if
only temporarily) but books never will. "—The New York Times Praise for
Andrew Clements! “Clements is a genius.” —The New York Times “We
have never read an Andrew Clements book that we haven’t loved.” —The
Washington Post
If Harry Potter Ran General Electric - Tom Morris 2006-05-16
However important the magic of wands, brooms, cauldrons, potions, and
spells might be to the vivid story telling of [the Harry Potter] books, it is
merely incidental to their philosophy of life…. I can’t count the number of
times I’ve heard someone in a business context say something like “I
wish I could just magically solve all these problems” or “I’ll try my best
to deal with this, but remember, I’m no magician.” What is particularly
interesting is that the most difficult problems that the people in Harry’s
world face are rarely solved with just magic, but rather by the use of
intelligence, reasoning, planning, courage, determination, persistence,
resourcefulness, creativity, fidelity, friendship, and many other qualities
traditionally known by the philosophers in our world as virtues…. The
meaning of life is not to be found in elixirs or incantations, secret words
or exotic objects with esoteric powers, but in real moral virtue and the
magic of what it can help us do….” J. K. Rowling’s novels about Harry
Potter and the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry have
captured the imaginations of people everywhere. In IF HARRY POTTER
RAN GENERAL ELECTRIC, bestselling business author Tom Morris (IF
ARISTOTLE RAN GENERAL MOTORS) uncovers the values and timeless
truths that underlie Rawling’s hugely popular books and illuminate the
lessons they offer to all of us in our careers and daily lives. But, you say,
Harry Potter lives in a world of magic? What can we possibly learn to
apply to our own careers and everyday lives? Morris shows that the most
difficult problems Harry and his friends face are rarely solved by the use
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of magic alone. Rather, they are conquered by intelligence, reasoning,
determination, creativity, friendship, and a host of other classic
virtues–the very qualities, in fact, that make for success in every aspect
of our lives. Blending an array of provocative examples from the novels
with thought-provoking commentary on contemporary management
practices, IF HARRY POTTER RAN GENERAL ELECTRIC offers readers a
master’s course on leadership and ethics, told in an engaging and
insightful way.
Speak - Laurie Halse Anderson 2011-05-10
The extraordinary, groundbreaking novel from Laurie Halse Anderson,
with more than 2.5 million copies sold! The first ten lies they tell you in
high school. "Speak up for yourself--we want to know what you have to
say." From the first moment of her freshman year at Merryweather High,
Melinda knows this is a big fat lie, part of the nonsense of high school.
She is friendless, outcast, because she busted an end-of-summer party by
calling the cops, so now nobody will talk to her, let alone listen to her. As
time passes, she becomes increasingly isolated and practically stops
talking altogether. Only her art class offers any solace, and it is through
her work on an art project that she is finally able to face what really
happened at that terrible party: she was raped by an upperclassman, a
guy who still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to her. Her
healing process has just begun when she has another violent encounter
with him. But this time Melinda fights back, refuses to be silent, and
thereby achieves a measure of vindication. In Laurie Halse Anderson's
powerful novel, an utterly believable heroine with a bitterly ironic voice
delivers a blow to the hypocritical world of high school. She speaks for
many a disenfranchised teenager while demonstrating the importance of
speaking up for oneself. Speak was a 1999 National Book Award Finalist
for Young People's Literature.
Dolphins at Daybreak - Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years
with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! It's sink or
swim for Jack and Annie when the Magic Tree House whisks them off to
the middle of the ocean. Luckily, they find a mini-submarine on a coral
reef. Unluckily, they are about to meet a giant octopus and one very
hungry shark. Will the dolphins save the day? Or are Jack and Annie
doomed to be dinner? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie,
perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin
Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers:
Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
The Christmas Pig - J. K. Rowling 2021-10-12
A heartwarming, page-turning adventure about one child's love for his
most treasured thing, and how far he will go to find it. A tale for the
whole family to fall in love with, from one of the world’s greatest
storytellers. One boy and his toy are about to change everything... Jack
loves his childhood toy, Dur Pig. DP has always been there for him,
through good and bad. Until one Christmas Eve something terrible
happens -- DP is lost. But Christmas Eve is a night for miracles and lost
causes, a night when all things can come to life... even toys. And Jack’s
newest toy -- the Christmas Pig (DP’s replacement) – has a daring plan:
Together they’ll embark on a magical journey to seek something lost, and
to save the best friend Jack has ever known...
Took - Mary Downing Hahn 2015
"A witch called Old Auntie is lurking near Dan's family's new home. He
doesn't believe in her at first, but is forced to accept that she is real and
take action when his little sister, Erica, is 'took' to become Auntie's slave
for the next fifty years"-The Great Treehouse War - Lisa Graff 2017-05-16
Kids vs. parents! An epic treehouse sleepover! An awesome group of
friends! An exciting new book from National Book Award finalist Lisa
Graff. Winnie's last day of fourth grade ended with a pretty life-changing
surprise. That was the day Winnie’s parents got divorced and decided
that Winnie would live three days a week with each of them and spend
Wednesdays by herself in a treehouse between their houses, to divide her
time perfectly evenly. It was the day Winnie’s seed of frustration with her
parents was planted, a seed that grew until it felt like it was as big as a
tree itself. By the end of fifth grade, Winnie decides that the only way to
change things is to barricade herself in her treehouse until her parents
come to their senses—and her friends decide to join. It’s kids vs. grownups, and no one wants to back down first. But with ten kids in one
treehouse, all with their own demands, things get pretty complicated!
Even if they are having the most epic slumber party ever. In the newest
novel by beloved National Book Award finalist Lisa Graff, kids turn the
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tables on their parents, and all the rules are tossed out the window. But
does Winnie have what it takes to hold her ground and keep everyone
happy? This story, with a pitch-perfect middle grade voice and a zany yet
poignant situation, is perfect for fans of Sharon Creech, Louis Sachar,
and Jack Gantos. Praise for Lisa Graff's novels: The Great Treehouse War
"It’s kids vs. parents in epic fashion...Graff’s whimsical, original work is a
breath of fresh air."—School Library Journal "Combining over-the-top
storytelling with down-home wisdom, this [is] fun."—Booklist "[Graff
creates] a vibrant patchwork of personalities that gives voice to the
power of friendship."—Publishers Weekly "A good-natured satire of
helicopter parenting and a celebration of child ingenuity."—Horn Book
Lost in the Sun * "Graff writes with stunning insight...consistently
demonstrat[ing] why character-driven novels can live from generation to
generation."—Kirkus Reviews, starred review * "Weighty matters deftly
handled with humor and grace."—School Library Journal, starred review
"This [novel] speaks powerfully, honestly, almost shockingly about our
human pain and...redemption. This book will change you."—Gary
Schmidt, The Wednesday Wars "Graff crafts a compelling story about a
boy touched with tragedy....And like all the best stories, it ends at a new
beginning."—Richard Peck, A Year Down Yonder Absolutely Almost * "A
perfect book to share with struggling readers."—Booklist, starred review
* "Achingly superb."—Kirkus Reviews, starred review * "Graff’s...gentle
story invokes evergreen themes of coming to appreciate one’s strengths
(and weaknesses), and stands out for its thoughtful, moving portrait of a
boy who learns to keep moving forward."—Publishers Weekly, starred
review "The patrons of my school library have been asking, 'Do you have
any books like Wonder by R.J. Palacio?' and now I have the perfect
offering."—BookPage A Tangle of Knots “A beautiful world of deliciously
interconnected stories.”—Entertainment Weekly, A- * “Subtle and
intricate, rich with humor and insight, this quietly magical adventure
delights.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review * “Combining the literary
sensibility of E. B. White with the insouciance of Louis Sachar, [this]
should satisfy readers for years to come.”—Booklist, starred review
100 Days and 99 Nights - Alan Madison 2008-05-01
Dad says because of the army he stood shoulder to shoulder with polar
bears and watched the sun rise over the frozen fields of Alaska, which
sounds really exciting. And because of the Army he slept in sludge,
shoulder to shoulder with snakes and watched the sun set over the
swamps of Alabama -- which does not. In a timely, but not politically
charged way, author Alan Madison looks at the way a family copes with
having a parent away on a 100 day, 99 night military tour of duty
through the eyes of the very loveable Esmerelda (Esme) Swishback
McCarthur. Esme wants to be good while her dad is away. In fact, she
feels like it's her duty to be good. But being good can be hard, especially
if you have a little brother like Ike. By following Esme's story, as she
awaits her father's return, readers will see how heroism can translate to
every member of a family. Aside from the military families that this book
serves, readers who wonder what it would be like if their mother, father,
brother, or sister was sent away will relate to Esme's quiet strength and
candor and will understand her worry about what could happen. This
story has the potential to speak to readers on a personal level and to turn
a concept that seems so hard to grasp--war--into one that feels much
more personal.
Tunnel of Bones - Victoria Schwab 2019
New York Times bestselling author Victoria Schwab returns to the
spooky and heart-pounding world of City of Ghosts, delivering thrilling
new adventures and an unforgettable spin on friendship. (Because
sometimes, even psychic ghost best friends have secrets...)
Anastasia Has The Answers - Lois Lowry 1986-04-28
Anastasia continues the perilous process of growing up, as her thirteenth
year involves conquering the art of rope climbing, playing Cupid for a
recently widowed uncle, and surviving a crush on her gym teacher.
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows - J.K. Rowling 2015-12-08
'Give me Harry Potter,' said Voldemort's voice, 'and none shall be
harmed. Give me Harry Potter, and I shall leave the school untouched.
Give me Harry Potter, and you will be rewarded.' As he climbs into the
sidecar of Hagrid's motorbike and takes to the skies, leaving Privet Drive
for the last time, Harry Potter knows that Lord Voldemort and the Death
Eaters are not far behind. The protective charm that has kept Harry safe
until now is broken, but he cannot keep hiding. The Dark Lord is
breathing fear into everything Harry loves and to stop him Harry will
have to find and destroy the remaining Horcruxes. The final battle must
begin - Harry must stand and face his enemy... Having become classics of
our time, the Harry Potter eBooks never fail to bring comfort and
escapism. With their message of hope, belonging and the enduring power
renaissance-quiz-answers-to-harry-potter

of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight
generations of new readers.
Born a Crime - Trevor Noah 2016-11-15
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • More than one million copies
sold! A “brilliant” (Lupita Nyong’o, Time), “poignant” (Entertainment
Weekly), “soul-nourishing” (USA Today) memoir about coming of age
during the twilight of apartheid “Noah’s childhood stories are told with
all the hilarity and intellect that characterizes his comedy, while
illuminating a dark and brutal period in South Africa’s history that must
never be forgotten.”—Esquire Winner of the Thurber Prize for American
Humor and an NAACP Image Award • Named one of the best books of
the year by The New York Time, USA Today, San Francisco Chronicle,
NPR, Esquire, Newsday, and Booklist Trevor Noah’s unlikely path from
apartheid South Africa to the desk of The Daily Show began with a
criminal act: his birth. Trevor was born to a white Swiss father and a
black Xhosa mother at a time when such a union was punishable by five
years in prison. Living proof of his parents’ indiscretion, Trevor was kept
mostly indoors for the earliest years of his life, bound by the extreme and
often absurd measures his mother took to hide him from a government
that could, at any moment, steal him away. Finally liberated by the end of
South Africa’s tyrannical white rule, Trevor and his mother set forth on a
grand adventure, living openly and freely and embracing the
opportunities won by a centuries-long struggle. Born a Crime is the story
of a mischievous young boy who grows into a restless young man as he
struggles to find himself in a world where he was never supposed to
exist. It is also the story of that young man’s relationship with his
fearless, rebellious, and fervently religious mother—his teammate, a
woman determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence,
and abuse that would ultimately threaten her own life. The stories
collected here are by turns hilarious, dramatic, and deeply affecting.
Whether subsisting on caterpillars for dinner during hard times, being
thrown from a moving car during an attempted kidnapping, or just trying
to survive the life-and-death pitfalls of dating in high school, Trevor
illuminates his curious world with an incisive wit and unflinching
honesty. His stories weave together to form a moving and searingly
funny portrait of a boy making his way through a damaged world in a
dangerous time, armed only with a keen sense of humor and a mother’s
unconventional, unconditional love.
Civil War on Sunday - Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years
with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Cannon fire!
That's what Jack and Annie hear when the Magic Tree House whisks
them back to the time of the American Civil War. There they meet a
famous nurse named Clara Barton and do their best to help wounded
soldiers. It is their hardest journey in time yet—and the one that will
make the most difference to their own lives! Did you know that there’s a
Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures
with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced
reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House
adventures
Everyday Use - Alice Walker 1994
Presents the text of Alice Walker's story "Everyday Use"; contains
background essays that provide insight into the story; and features a
selection of critical response. Includes a chronology and an interview
with the author.
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets by J.K. Rowling - J. K. Rowling
2000
Young wizard Harry Potter finds himself back at the miserable Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. He doesn't realize the difficulty of the
task that awaits him. Harry must pull out all the stops in order to find his
missing friend. No Canadian Rights for the Harry Potter Series HARRY
POTTER and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and
(c) Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Harry Potter publishing rights (c) J.
K. Rowling. (s05)
Twister on Tuesday - Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years
with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! An adventure
to blow you away! That's what Jack and Annie get when the Magic Tree
House whisks them back to the 1870s. They land on the prairie near a
one-room schoolhouse, where they meet a teenage schoolteacher, some
cool kids, and one big, scary bully. But the biggest and scariest thing is
yet to come! Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for
every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect
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for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A
longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
Oscar, Cat-About-Town - James Herriot 1993-03-15
Nobody knows why a stray cat keeps sneaking away from his new home,
until he begins turning up at social events all over the village.
The Indian in the Cupboard - Lynne Reid Banks 2010-07-07
Adventure abounds when a toy comes to life in this classic novel! It's
Omri's birthday, but all he gets from his best friend, Patrick, is a little
plastic warrior figure. Trying to hide his disappointment, Omri puts his
present in a metal cupboard and locks the door with a mysterious
skeleton key that once belonged to his great-grandmother. Little does
Omri know that by turning the key, he will transform his ordinary plastic
toy into a real live man from an altogether different time and place! Omri
and the tiny warrior called Little Bear could hardly be more different, yet
soon the two forge a very special friendship. Will Omri be able to keep
Little Bear without anyone finding out and taking his new friend away?
Junie B., First Grader: Shipwrecked - BARBARA. PARK 2003
Junie B. Jones has all the answers when it comes to cheating. It's just
plain wrong. But what about copying someone else's homework? That's
not cheating, right? Maybe this cheating business is more complicated
than Junie B. thought. Could she be a ch
Marcus Makes a Movie - Kevin Hart 2021-06-01
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Stand-up comedian and Hollywood
box-office hit Kevin Hart keeps the laughs coming in an illustrated
middle-grade novel about a boy who has big dreams of making a
blockbuster superhero film. Perfect for readers of James Patterson's
Middle School series and Lincoln Peirce's Big Nate series. "Keep[s] kid
readers on the edge of their seat." –Parents Magazine Marcus is NOT
happy to be stuck in after-school film class . . . until he realizes he can
turn the story of the cartoon superhero he’s been drawing for years into
an actual MOVIE! There’s just one problem: he has no idea what he’s
doing. So he’ll need help, from his friends, his teachers, Sierra, the
strong-willed classmate with creative dreams of her own, even Tyrell, the
local bully who’d be a perfect movie villain if he weren’t too terrifying to
talk to. Making this movie won’t be easy. But as Marcus discovers,
nothing great ever is—and if you want your dream to come true, you’ve
got to put in the hustle to make it happen. Comedy superstar Kevin Hart
teams up with award-winning author Geoff Rodkey and lauded illustrator
David Cooper for a hilarious, illustrated, and inspiring story about
bringing your creative goals to life and never giving up, even when
nothing’s going your way.
Sent - Margaret Peterson Haddix 2009-08-25
In this exciting sequel to Found, Jonah, Katherine, Alex and Chip are
convinced by JB that they must travel back in time to 1483 to fix history
by preventing a murderous plot against the young princes in order for
disaster to be averted in the present day.
Horrible Harry in Room 2B - Suzy Kline 1997-05-01
Doug discovers that though being Harry's best friend in Miss Mackle's
second grade class isn't always easy, as Harry likes to do horrible things,
it is often a lot of fun.
Earthquake in the Early Morning - Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years
with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! An adventure
that will shake you up! That's what Jack and Annie get when the Magic
Tree House whisks them back to California in 1906. As soon as they
arrive, the famous San Francisco earthquake hits the city. Can Jack and
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Annie save the day? Or will San Francisco be destroyed first? Did you
know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just
beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous
adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic
Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at
MagicTreeHouse.com!
Treasure Hunters - James Patterson 2013-09-16
From #1 New York Times bestselling author James Patterson comes a
brilliantly original adventure series, jam-packed with action, humor, and
heart! The Kidd siblings have grown up diving down to shipwrecks and
traveling the world, helping their famous parents recover everything
from swords to gold doubloons from the bottom of the ocean. But after
their parents disappear on the job, the kids are suddenly thrust into the
biggest treasure hunt of their lives. They'll have to work together to
defeat dangerous pirates and dodge the hot pursuit of an evil treasure
hunting rival, all while following cryptic clues to unravel the mystery of
what really happened to their parents-and find out if they're still alive.
Right Behind You - Gail Giles 2008-11-01
When he was nine, Kip set another child on fire. Now, after years in a
juvenile ward, he is ready for a fresh start. But the ghosts of his past
soon demand justice, and he must reveal his painful secret. How can Kip
tell anyone that he really is--or was--a murderer?
Charlotte's Web - E. B. White 2015-03-17
Don’t miss one of America’s top 100 most-loved novels, selected by PBS’s
The Great American Read. This beloved book by E. B. White, author of
Stuart Little and The Trumpet of the Swan, is a classic of children's
literature that is "just about perfect." Illustrations in this ebook appear in
vibrant full color on a full-color device and in rich black-and-white on all
other devices. Some Pig. Humble. Radiant. These are the words in
Charlotte's Web, high up in Zuckerman's barn. Charlotte's spiderweb
tells of her feelings for a little pig named Wilbur, who simply wants a
friend. They also express the love of a girl named Fern, who saved
Wilbur's life when he was born the runt of his litter. E. B. White's
Newbery Honor Book is a tender novel of friendship, love, life, and death
that will continue to be enjoyed by generations to come. It contains
illustrations by Garth Williams, the acclaimed illustrator of E. B. White's
Stuart Little and Laura Ingalls Wilder's Little House series, among many
other books. Whether enjoyed in the classroom or for homeschooling or
independent reading, Charlotte's Web is a proven favorite.
Renaissance - Randall Wood
After an unexpected battle with drug traffickers and mother nature, Jack
returns to Washington DC, where he finds himself appointed by the
president to be the public face of the Twelve Shepherds investigation.
The country and the government now look to him to stop their campaign.
But the Shepherds have gone into hiding. With no new leads to pursue,
and a growing unrest among the population both for and against the
Shepherds actions, Jack finds himself in a no-win situation. He’s forced to
wait for the Shepherds to make the next move. His wait won’t be long.
The General has been keeping a close eye on the public’s reaction, and
with the nation-wide protests dominating the people’s attention, he
launches Rubicon, the final operation of the Shepherds’ plan. It’s a plan
that places Jack between two warring tribes. To survive, he may have to
pick one.
Muggles and Magic - George W. Beahm 2006-02-01
Not endorsed by J.K. Rowling herself, this books covers all topics
imaginable about the Harry Potter phenomenon.
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